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No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
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copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.
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EDITORIAL
There are countless other, extremely good, newsletters ‘out
there in the ether’ and I was contacted by a guy called Mike

Is it really seven years ago that this incarnation of MMRG’s

Lynskey with, I think, an excellent idea. What could we do

Newsletter first rolled off the presses? Well, not the presses

with a newsletter exchange? What if newsletters contained,

exactly, but you know what I mean. I can’t believe that it was

within their pages, links to other, relevant newsletters?

84 months ago that the first issue was circulated amongst
our (at the time) 32 members as an experiment. It was

This Newsletter is prepared to play a full part and, hopefully,

followed two months later by issue number 2 and, again, two

there will be a new, regular feature called ‘Newsletter

months later by issue number 3. It has been published

Directory’. Again, see page 13 for more details. There is also

monthly ever since! That also accounts for the, apparently,

ample opportunity for you to participate if you wish.

two missing issue numbers…..at 7 years old we should be
on issue 84!

I’m already excited about the developments to come in our
8th year!

All that practice! You’d think I’d be able to type with more
than two fingers by now!

But what of this year? The here and now. It’s a difficult time
for us all what with ‘lockdown’, social distancing, no Club

There are still Club members and regular readers around

activities, no social gatherings and the chances of these

who remember our first issue (they must be gluttons for

restrictions changing radically any time soon are slim. What

punishment!). They have been joined over the years by more

are we doing during this time of ‘forced hibernation’?

readers and we now have over 250 subscribers with a
further 250 - 300+ who download regularly off a variety of

It would seem that some of us have used our ‘extra leisure

social media sources or are forwarded the Newsletter by

time’ to crack on with our hobby …… Shaun’s put up more

friends, colleagues and family members.

buildings than Woodrow, Richard (you’ll meet him on page
12) has indulged in some civil engineering, Phil’s eaten his

Our readership now stretches far beyond Macclesfield with

Ferrero Roche chocolates and made use of the carton they

regular downloads in the U.S.A., Germany, Holland, Canada,

came in, Dominic’s gone all nostalgic and I’ve been

Australia and Spain with a host of other, occasional,

daydreaming again.

downloads in other countries (I’m assuming by readers on
holiday?). We seem to be developing quite an international

Good use of time?

network and that, as you will see in more detail on page 13,
opens up some exciting opportunities.

Four out of five ain’t bad!

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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Hatton’s Class 66 (H) in DRS simple livery

Hattons 00 gauge Class 66
a review by Dominic Emery
I couldn't resist the chance to pre-order one of
new Hattons (Hornby) Class 66's ( H) in 00 gauge
as the first adverts appeared. Well 66301 in DRS
simple livery has arrived and although there have
Bachmann’s Class 66 (B)

been more than enough reviews on You Tube I
thought I would compare it with my Bachmann
DRS 66 (B) that I had bought a couple of years

moulded as parts of the sides. I could keep going on but as I

ago.

have already written there is no real comparison as the (H)
one is miles ahead.

The model is packed in a very large sturdy box filled with
foam and then sits the model in the clear plastic container

This brings with it a few problems.

just like the (B )model.

A few years ago Robin (my son) and I had a Bachmann 08

On taking the model out I noticed that there were bits floating

shunter on our exhibition layout which was reliable and fairly

around two of the axleboxes and a set of cab steps! The first

well detailed and then I bought one of the new Hornby super

thing that anyone notices when they take the model out is the

detailed ones. It looked very much the job and I took to an

weight. The battery in the kitchen scales was empty so I

exhibition to test. No sooner had it run round a few times and

couldn't check the weight against the (B) one, but at a guess

a young helper took it off the track there was an handrail

I would say the new one was twice as heavy as the old one.

missing from the front steps never to be found again. Well it's
the same thing with the (H) 66 as I was glueing one of the

It's really a bit unfair to compare the two models with each

axleboxes back on one of the brake blocks fell off! All this

other as they are classes apartin the detailing. Even without

super detailing is good when you want it to sit in a glass

looking at the cable or pipe runs etc. there are the seperate
grills on the sides of the (H) model which on the (B) one are

cabinet but on a layout with a lot of handling it will be a bit of
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shooting through Stafford Station , they can be heard well
before they are seen.

We once had to turn the sound down on our (B) 66 once at
an exhibition while it was annoying the visitors., the low
ceiling didn't help things. Well back today and turning on the
sound was something special. After the start up procedure
the engine bursts into life and the sounds are fantastic! The
model uses a ESU Loksound 5 chip and a Hattons Rail
Rumble speakerwhich has been tuned by didital sound
expert Ian Bishop ( Legomanbiffo). I am not a fan from the
Class 66 motor noise but after I had finished testing the loco I
had to start it up again 10 minutes later to listen to the sound
spectrum and I did go back again a couple of days later to
turn it on and listen and enjoy. I tried out the speed to see
how slow the engine would move but it would only run on
speed level 2. Before I wrote the article I wanted to be sure
a problem. The cab steps and handrails are attached to the

so I tested the engine setting the speed to 1 and left it for a

body and not the chassis which when taking the body off and

while. Coming back later I saw that the engine had moved a

putting it back on again is a real challenge. While trying to

short distance over an TPWS grid. I cannot remember ever

glue the steps back on I noticed that they are handed and

having a model that ran so slowly that I couldn't see the

wouldn't fit on the that side but on the other so I was missing

wheels move!

one set of steps. I glued the steps onto the chassis before I
had taken the body off and realised that the steps should be

Fact: The Invoice stated that the model had been sold out on

fitted to the body which I had to take off as it was not sitting

pre-order, I don’t know how the situation is with the other 30

properly. The steps have white handrails that are flexible and

+ different versions in the reviews it has come to light that

are a pain to put in the right position. The (B) model hasn't

some of the nameplates haven't been attached properly.

got any as they are

Mine were okay. Would I have bought it if I had known then

solid and part of the chassis.

what I know now? The answer is yes! I don't know when/if I
will ever be showing the layout again but I can still play trains

The normal motor sounds from the Class 66 are about as

as long as we are not allowed to visit any where. I joined the

interesting as a pair of wet socks. Even on full power and not

Hatton's chat room to ask which CV I should use to turn the

moving an inch trying to push an half full train of limestone up

sound down. The sound of the engine coming out of my

into the sidings at Dove Holes quarry and nothing compared

hobby cellar ( cave) was so loud, I am sure the neighbours

to a pair of Class 20's or a Class 37. Some of today's

thought that I had a real diesel engine in the flat, well I did!

engines aren't bad, a Class 70 for example with a heavy train
or a 'CAT' Class 68 with a 2000 tonne train of ballast

Happy modelling and stay healthy!
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‘TT’ DELTIC PROGRESS

However, I think I've proven the concept of using Ferrero

Phil Mason

Roche boxes! The curve looks right to me.

How did I get on?

Rummaging through my boxes of bits, I was concerned to

I'd say OK, but only just OK.

draw a blank when it came to buffers.

I tried to use my normal method of filing, or turning, a nail of
some sort with little success. The Deltics sported quite large
and distinctive oval buffers. This meant using a large nail
requiring a lot of rather hard material to be removed.

What else could I use?

Drawing pins came to the rescue! However, sawing off much
of the head of a standard type and filing the remains to
shape proved laborious and it was rather difficult to ensure
the pin was central.
I'm happy enough with the side windows but the front ones
leave a bit to be desired.

I probably rushed it. If you're the type of modeller that seeks
perfection you'll be able to do a neater job than me,
particularly if you're working in '00'. I'm more of a 'botch

The solution proved to be to use cheap drawing pins! These

merchant' so it'll do.

come with a coloured plastic cover which can be removed
and the centre of the disk can easily be seen where it's
riveted. The metal of the head is thinner and easier to work
than on more expensive drawing pins.

When making small parts for
scratch building it's usually
best to make a few more than
you require. You can then
select the best or most
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consistent results to adorn

your model. Don't bother trying to measure tiny parts; just

MY HOME LAYOUT

compare them as you work against a 1:1 drawing of your

David Durling

intended model.
I got into railway modelling when I retired in
2005 and started with an analogue layout. Some 5 years
later, after a visit to the Warley Exhibition at the NEC, I
remodelled using digital technology. I suspect like everyone
who takes this daunting step, after initially feeling completely
lost, once I realised how to get the best out of the technology,
I couldn’t even consider going back to the old days now. I
have attached a photo of part of my layout which I realise is
not up to the standard of the MMRG but works well for me.

I decided to concentrate my new layout in the 50s/60s, just
before Dr. Beeching’s axe, and so I found myself with lots of
unwanted kit. After keep kicking it into the long grass for the

After being satisfied I'd got four of an acceptable size and
shape, the 'stock' was made from a bit of brass tube and
everything superglued together.
past 10 years, with the current inactivity, I finally decided to
catalogue what I have that is surplus to requirements
and I have attached a list for your perusal. I am very happy to
donate these items to a good home(s), or if someone wants
to donate any money for the items, we’ll give it to East
Cheshire Hospice.

David. Thanks for sharing this with us. I only wish we could feature more of
what our readers are doing with their hobby at home! Don’t ever apologise
for what you have built and achieved - you’ve ‘mastered’ DCC for a start!
There is a world of difference between building a layout for personal
pleasure and satisfaction and one specifically built for the ‘exhibition circuit’
and, don’t forget, they by and large are built by groups of people all
contributing their various skills, ideas and experience. You have built
something that YOU are justly proud of and enjoy. Surely, that is what a
hobby is all about. Ed

Bingo!

A full list of David’s surplus items appears in Appendix 1
……… And that’s the story so far
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BREAKING NEWS

KANSAS CITY TO RE-THINK ‘PARK AND RIDE’

NEW STATION PLANNED AS DEMAND INCREASES

TALKS TO START ON RIGHT OF WAY DEADLOCK

TRANS-ARCTIC RAIL SERVICES TO OPEN SOON

CHINA - EXPERIMENTAL TRAIN COMMUTE DIRECT TO
OFFICE DESK

CROWDS GATHER TO WATCH FIRST EVER VIRGIN

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

TRAIN TO RUN ON TIME

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY

Have you come across any “Breaking News”? If you have,
then please send them in! Ed

01625 850427

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
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A CHANCE NOT TO BE MISSED!
Dominic Emery

I think I have always been interested in railways …..
according to my Mum! She used to take me in my pushchair
to the level crossing in Endon to watch the passing goods
trains on the Leek to Stoke line when we had to go to the
local village clinic. My first cab ride was at the age of three
(1960) on the shortly to close, private line from Endon to
Stockton Brook mill. I can remember bits and pieces but my

were standing around. Not the best camera around even in

mother confirmed that it did happen.

1976, but it was perhaps lucky for me that I had a slide film in
there and years later I was able to scan them.

Years later I had joined Her Majesty's Armed Forces and my
Battalion was sent to Kenya to do some desert training. Near
the end of the six weeks we were there it was time for some
R+R and we were taken in coaches down to Mombasa. It is
the largest and most important port in East Africa and a
major tourist centre, being on the Indian Ocean. We slept in
tents on the beach of the Thomson Club Hotel to the south of
the city. It was great to have running water (!) and even
better ……. a whole ocean! There was a daily 3 ton Bedford
truck trip to the city centre so off I went with my best mate on

The railways in Kenya were, at that time, part of the East

the trip . From the drop off point by the giant tusks we walked

African Railways (EAR) and are metre gauge. They had, at

to the railway station to see if we could get a train to

that time, the largest working steam engines in the World and

somewhere and back in time for our the transport back to the

were the largest metre gauge engines ever built. They

beach camp.

weighed in at 252 tons! The E.A.R. Class 59 locos were built

Unfortunately the only passenger train was an evening
overnight train to Nairobi so I went off to the general
Manager's Office that was nearby and told him who we were
and asked if we could go and have a look at the engine shed.
He said ‘yes’ and even gave us his clerk as a guide. He took
us to the yard where I was able to take some photos (with an
old Kodak Instamatic 110 that I had borrowed from my Mum)

by Beyer, Peacock & Co. in 1955/56 as 4-8-2 + 2-8-4
Garratts. They were numbered 5901 to 5934 and were all
named after mountains - which is why they were known as
the “Mountain Class“. There were three of these oil fired
giants on shed of which one was in steam with it's crew on
board and we were allowed onto the engine to have a look
of the different steam engines and a breakdown train that

around. I cannot remember if I asked for a ride or if the
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friendly driver offered to give us one but I didn't hesitate to

accept and we thanked our guide and left him to walk back to
his office alone as the monster No. 5931 “Ulgura Mountains“
slowly backed out of the shed. We went past another Class

crew and one with my mate and the driver in front of our
engine.

59 in an overgrown siding that looked as if it was being used
as a spare parts donor or awaiting repair. Running around
the side of the shed we moved down the Depot yard passing
a parked up diesel shunter and an engine taking water. In

The last photo was taken off the back of a Bedford as we
headed back to Nanyuki.

another siding there was a main line diesel waiting to take
out the evening passenger train. Carrying on we passed
various sidings with goods wagons and on further to a
junction where we stopped and another freight train arrived

I had never expected to get a cab ride on one of the steam
engines there and so it was an unexpected surprise to be
able to have one. It was something that I will never forget
and, luckily, I had a camera to prove it.

If anyone is interested, I can write about one or two other
with a Class 59 to pass us. We had stopped near our drop off

adventures that I had that now are in the distant past. Please

point so it was time to get off and I took a photo of the loco

let the editor know. I hope they make for interesting reading.
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….AND NORTH OF THE BORDER

3

Kathy Danby

Hi Mike,

I was inspired to send you these by your “speed bumps”
cartoon in the newsletter! The second picture was
guaranteed to stop anything – and it did! The line was
closed for three days, and the Sleeper went – without
passengers – to Inverness, and from there to Edinburgh
Waverley, attached to the Inverness portion of the Sleeper!
The nightmare journey which Aberdeen Sleeper passengers

4

endured – by coach to Edinburgh Waverley, with a
Caledonian Sleeper employee, who fancied himself as a
comedian, but was about as funny as a dose of coronavirus
– could have been avoided if Sleeper passengers had been
instructed to make their own way from Aberdeen to
Inverness, to join the train there!

1
2

Keep smiling!!

!
Fig 1 shows the line closures
as a result of the washout seen in
fig 2 and a derailment (unrelated?)
at Stonehaven in figs 3 & 4. Ed
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‘LOCKDOWN’ AND FRESH AIR
Richard Ashby

In a way I can blame Thomas the tank engine
for my interest in model railways because I used to read the
stories to my eldest son, in his younger days, back in the

middle 80s. Then, as he got older, we bought him a Hornby
H.S.T. train set.

I did ask our housing association for permission to build a

Ground clearance

layout in the loft …….. but they rejected the idea.

begins!

I still have a laptop but it's not working and has not not been
used for about 3 years now. I keep meaning to get a new one
but, as I keep saying to Sarah, I can see YouTube on the
phone……and that's where I got the idea of a railway in the
garden. I looked at Jules Martin’s railway videos and it was a
“Yes, I like that” moment.

I decided to put one between our garden and next door. I got
some decking boards and put them at ground level and then
the problems came to light. As a result of my disability, I
struggled to get trains on the rails and I couldn't get back up
without struggling. Not the best plan, then! We also had a
really horrible neighbour who would damage it and throw
stones at me. I hardly used it as a result.

So the next step was build it in the middle bed of my garden
railway and get it up and running. It took me just over a week

but it would have had to run under a rose and 3 bushes …..

to get it on its legs and used some grey roofing felt I had to

so I cleared the ground to make way for the trains!

cover the running area. Unfortunately I ran out of it with
about 2 foot to go and again my great neighbour, Colin, came

Then I had another brilliant idea about mounting it on legs to

to the rescue. He had some spare felt, but there was only

a height I could comfortably reach. I was planning to build it

one snag …… it's black! So my excuse now is that the rail

over the winter and a very kind neighbour cut the legs for me.

company is trying a new ballast out!

I put them in the greenhouse where they remained until the
lockdown came and I decided that I should work on the
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The whole area is 17ft x

NEWSLETTER EXCHANGE

5ft with three running

Mike Hebblethwaite

tracks and the next stage
of the project is to put

What on earth’s this?

some points in so I can
move trains from the up

It’s as simple as it is complicated!

line to the down line and
also to the middle line.

Simply, you will find a list in this column, each month, of
newsletters from other organisations that may be of interest to

I have to admit that it was

you. They will ALL either have a model or real railway/railroad

great fun building it even

theme and they will be free to download. There will also be

though I have no

links, where ever possible, for you to subscribe to them if you

woodworking skills. The

wish. If you do subscribe to any of them and find they are not

last time I worked with

relevant to your interests or needs, you can unsubscribe at any

wood was at school back

time. Participating newsletters will carry links to this newsletter

in the 1960s!

in exchange.

OK. That’s the simple bit!

Up and
running!

What’s the complicated bit?

Mike Lynskey (you’ll find his own newsletter listed later) and I
have no idea where this could lead! Mike has instigated this,
much to his credit, and is already including other newsletters in
his own ‘Newsletter Exchange’. The whole idea is that it is like
a ‘newsletter co-operative’ - each participating newsletter
carries links to other, relevant newsletters so that, potentially,
every newsletter has access to a much bigger, combined
audience. We, for example, have a regular readership of 500+
with many outside the UK. Some of our readers may find it
interesting to know, in greater depth, what’s happening in the
world-wide narrow gauge preservation scene, what
preservation societies are doing in Australia, how you go about

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”
Hubbardston
MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128
specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30

re-building a locomotive in the USA, restore a carriage
(passenger car), model railways/railroads internationally …….
the list is only limited by the number of newsletters we can
sensibly accommodate! I am currently investigating ways that I
can hold this information for free. I can only do so much
through my own Drop Box account before there comes the
‘kerching’ at the till …….. and I’m the ultimate ‘tight ass’!

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'

At the moment, I do not have access to direct download links

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling

(URL addresses) for this month’s list so Drop Box is the only

Company’

route available……not ideal, I know, but it will cope with a
relatively small number of publications.
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So, how’s it going to work?
It’s a great, new facility that could help to extend circulation
I will try, as far as is possible, to put newsletters under

of information. If you know of any newsletters, perhaps you

subject category headings such as ‘Model Railway/Railroad

are involved in your own, that could benefit from this scheme,

Clubs’, ‘Heritage Railways/Railroads’, ‘Preservation Projects’,

then please let me know. Simply e-mail me at :-

etc, so that interest areas can be easily identified. All title

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

headings, such as ‘MMRG Newsletter’ will appear in red with
an embedded link. One ‘click’ on the red and you’re off into

They are all free so let’s go to our introductory list for this

the ether!

month :12” TO THE FOOT

That part is fairly simple.

1) WALHALLA GOLDFIELDS RAILWAY
What is not so simple is ensuring that those links will operate
reliably during the calendar month relevant to this

An Australian narrow gauge line with a subscribable,

Newsletter’s issue. We’re, obviously, going to need some

informative newsletter. ‘Click’ on the link then scroll down the

rules for this Newsletter. Here goes ………..

page to the subscribe invitation.

1) Newsletters for inclusion in this column must be

https://www.walhallarail.com.au/news/

submitted before the 20th of the previous month - e.g.
submissions for inclusions in August’s issue must be

2) THE KILLAMARSH CHRONICLE and THE WEEKLY

received by July 20th.

EYESTRAIN

2) Those included in the ‘Newsletter Exchange’ must be

Both are produced by Mike Lynskey and contain a mix of

downloadable for the entire month - e.g. those intended

articles relating to narrow gauge preservation, loco/rolling

for inclusion in August’s issue must be available

stock restoration and model railway information. For more

throughout August

details, or to subscribe, please contact Mike

3) Each submission should have a URL address that can be
used to either download directly or transfer to a web site

3) PORTARLINGTON BAYSIDE MINIATURE RAILWAY

where download is available.
Again an Australian offering with a mixed bag of railway and

4) A limited number of newsletters without URL addresses

historical articles ……. and a smattering of Oz humour!

(i.e. sent as .pdf files) can be stored on a first come, first
served basis. There is no guarantee that sufficient

More information at :-

‘storage’ will be available for everyone. These will be
‘Portarlington Bayside Miniature Railway’

deleted at the end of the following calendar month.
5) Newsletters should have a model/real railway/railroad

4) RAILTALK MAGAZINE

theme. Newsletters centred on commercial sales will be
This weekly publication is absolutely jam-packed with photos

rejected.

and short articles. It almost entirely concentrates on British

6) It will be made clear that, for those downloading back

railways.

issues of MMRG’s Newsletter, links to other newsletters
may not work/be available.

More information and how to subscribe (see web page menu

7) This facility is open to any organisation, club or society

bar):-

with a prime interest in model/real railways/railroads.
RailTalk Magazine web page

8) Individuals can submit newsletters for inclusion with the
relevant permissions from the organisation concerned.
9) This Newsletter (i.e. MMRG Newsletter) can be submitted

If you have, or know of, a newsletter that

to any similar scheme without prior permission but the

you’d like to include in this exchange,

Editor must be notified.
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please get in touch!

ROUBIES SALOON FOR ‘PURGATORY

1) paint all the window and door frames before fitting the

JUNCTION’

glass.
√√

Shaun Horrocks

2) paint the shell
before fitting the

The lock down finally removed my excuses for not getting on

balcony and the

with Rubies Saloon, having built the shell I had been

windows.

“fretting” about how to complete the interiors and fit the

√√

lighting.

3) furnish the ground
floor before fitting the

Roubies Saloon is one of a great range of laser-cut wooden

bedroom floor.

kits from Banta Modelworks in the USA. It comes with 5

√√

pages explaining where the bits are on the frets, 7 pages of

4) paint the inside

detailed instructions (with lots of pictures) and two pages of

walls before

photos of the completed building. Furthermore, hardly any

assembling the shell.

bits needed fettling. It goes together so well that you get all

Oops, too late!
5) work out the lighting wiring routes and drill suitable holes.
Oops too late!

On reflection, the
one thing the
instructions failed
to say at the start
was “complete all
excited and find oneself drawn to gluing the bits together.

the interior stuff
(including painting)

In a remarkably short time I had a finished shell!

before rushing
ahead with

This is then

assembly”!!!!!!!

clad with precut thin

After much “huffing and puffing” and poking drills through

basswood

window and door openings, I managed

parts with

to drill holes in the interior walls to take the lighting wires. I

detail such as

even managed to install a couple of tubes to take the wires

clapboard.

from the first floor ceilings down to the underside of the

One peculiarity

model.

of the kit is that
it is a two story

Being a glutton for punishment I decided to add an exterior

building but

staircase which meant extending the boardwalk and

with no bedroom floors – obviously they needed to be added.

converting a window into a door. The latter came from KS
Laser Designs who do some great laser cut wood stuff.

But hold on – the only access to the interior is from the top!
Better make the floors removable. Then, somewhat belatedly,

Next to tackle was painting the exterior of the shell. To make

it slowly began to dawn on me that there was a need to do

life harder I decide to go for the weathered wood effect. (I

things in a specific order!

can feel Mike sensing another opportunity for an article!)

Better:
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Having got what I thought looked quite good, Paul (of the

3) At this stage the balcony

rusty breakdown

and rails were fitted and it

truck fame –

really made the building

Newsletter Nov &

come to life!

Dec 2019) gently

4) A speaker (to play back

mentioned that I

the piano music of course)

had lost some of

was installed in the rear

the detail in the

ground floor room and the

clapboard

ceiling and windows were

cladding! The

fitted. This was to be a

remedy was a

darkened store room to hold

dark wash in the

all the excess wires, etc, so no interior detailing and with the

joints. Unfortunately

only window suitably dusty.

this process works best on a gloss surface – mine was matt.

5) The final upper

Scarily, the solution was a spray of Pledge Multi-Surface

living room went

Polish, followed by the dark wash. Oh! And then some matt

without further

varnish to tone

incident having, at

everything down

last, learnt my

again.

lesson.
6) The roof was fitted

Turning to the

and clad with the last

interior I tried

of my stock of

painting the walls

shingles from the

by poking a brush

now defunct Paper

through the

Creek Models.

various window

7) Finally the “lily was gilded” with various supplied posters.

and door

I stood back and admired Rubies Saloon in all its glory.

openings with disastrous results! The cure was to skin all the
walls with very thin ply scribed to look like panelling and
stained with a pine wood stain. It took ages!
Note to self – fit the upper floors (complete with LEDs) before
fitting the panelling to the bedroom walls!

Working from the bottom up:
1) The saloon was panelled and furnished with bits from “A
Trifle Small” based in Ramsbottom (UK) including an upright
piano! The windows and doors were fitted.
2) The front bedroom was similarly panelled, furnished and
had doors and widows fitted. The ceiling, complete with
LEDs, was added. The wires were fed down the previously
installed tubes. It was then I realised that the saloon LED
wasn’t bright enough! Off with the bedroom ceiling and out
with the pin vice with the largest drill bit it would take, to

It was in the middle of that night I awoke with a start ………

make a hole in the corner of the saloon ceiling to sneak

and remembered that I hadn’t fitted the stove pipes!

another LED in. Refit the bedroom ceiling!
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PAT’S TRAWLINGS (and others!)

COVID-19 CASUALTY

The first up was sent to me by Shaun and features ‘PP’ at the
Dortmund (Germany) show last year. I had not seen the
video before, but I well remember the guy videoing for what
seemed hours in front of the layout. He was almost totally
fixated by the Shays and Climaxes as they toiled up and
down the 1:20 (5%) zig-zag!
https://youtu.be/Sig2qyt6wsg
OK. Over to Pat.

His offerings this month include this little gem ……. I’m not at
all sure it’s a mode of transport I’d choose …….

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0QqflJNILA#
Some of you who follow Wigan Finescale Railway Modellers
on Facebook may already have seen this post.

It’s well worth watching some of the following videos, too,
from this link.

I know it was a very difficult decision for them to make but
WFRM felt that it was the right thing to do. There is a great

If you’re interested in steam in Romania, check this one out

deal of uncertainty that large gatherings (such as
exhihibitions) will be sanctioned even by October and the

https://youtu.be/pApIQwfZZjA

risks to the health of those attending are impossible to gauge
at this time. Your health matters.

…… and, no, this next one is not a film about Lassie! It
features snow - quite a bit of it!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:https://youtu.be/wzUhXDQAAjI

ABC Model Railways
‘Always on the right track’

You want some nice European narrow gauge?
tel:https://youtu.be/_IdqpandTWQ

e-mail:web:-

07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

Got a video for Pat’s Trawlings? Send it in!
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

“TRIDENT TRAINS”

“THE MODEL CENTRE”

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,
CW5 7LG

YO22 5LF

01270 842400

01947 899125

www.tridenttrains.co.uk

“www.themodelcentre.com"
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WOMB - SCREWED UP PAPER!

OVER TO YOU

Phil Mason

It’s been a while!

Hi Mike,

Thank you for the Newsletter, which is something I look forward to every
month. It has variety and lots of useful information without anyone being too
serious and stuffy. It’s a great read!

Maybe I could turn to you or the readers to ask a question?

I don’t have a model railway but I do like to ‘dabble’ and help a friend of mine
with his. I print him a copy of the Newsletter every month and I’ve asked him
why he doesn’t write in about what he’s doing. He kind of shrugs and says
he doesn’t think it’s good enough.

Bits of screwed up paper? Yes, that's right; sugar paper to be

Why do people seem to think this? Other readers must think the same or we

precise - the kind of stuff kids use for doing their fireworks

would be seeing articles about what they are doing, wouldn’t we? Or do you
reject those that aren’t good enough? So what is my question? Do you reject

paintings (it does help that 'the boss' is a former primary

articles about layouts that aren’t good enough or do readers think that their

school teacher!).

layouts aren’t good enough to tell everyone about them?

So, what's it all about? Tarpaulins, or wagon sheets, that's

Pete (name withheld)

what!
Hi Pete,
I wish there was a simple answer to your question. It is one I’ve

I cut the paper, after a bit of experimentation, 8mm bigger in

struggled with for 7 years now in these pages!

both dimensions than the wagons themselves (for n gauge).

The Newsletter is all about promoting the hobby and all the

The bits were screwed up as the top picture and then

contributors to it want every reader to get the best they can out of their

flattened out before applying a thin layer of Thixofix about

hobby. By far the greatest majority of articles are about what is possible to

5mm wide around the edge before plonking on the wagons. I

achieve with a ‘train set’ and beyond. None require ‘master craftsman’ skills.
Yes, we feature ‘exhibition quality’ layouts from time to time, but they are

wasn't too careful about exact positioning or wrapping the

included to show that, even without ‘master craftsman’ skills, anything is

wagons too tightly. The paper I used was greyer on one side

possible.

than the other. Reference to photos suggests that sheets in

The whole point of a hobby is that it should be enjoyable and fun.
Pride in that hobby comes with pushing that boundary a little further to
produce something that you didn’t think you could do. Hopefully the
Newsletter shows how this can be done.
I have not ‘rejected’ a single contribution yet and I cannot see that
I ever would. If readers would like to tell us about their layouts, build projects
or experiences then they are telling us about what they have enjoyed doing
and have gained some satisfaction and pride in doing it. How could I reject
that?
The second part of your question is, I am sorry, one that I cannot
answer …. why do people think their efforts aren’t good enough (maybe, in
some cases, too good!)? Our hobby encompasses all from the ‘set it up on
the dining table’ to the perfectionists who count rivets. Everyone has the
opportunity, within these pages, to tell us about what they enjoy without fear
of judgement. I do not understand why some folk feel their efforts aren’t
good enough. That part of your question I will have to direct to our readers

use were not too dark but I put one or two the other way

who may be able to provide an answer.

round to suggest some newer sheets…….. et voila!

Thank you for your question and long may you enjoy your hobby.
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WHAT IS IT AND WHERE IS IT??
Pat Honey

Originally built as a class 121 pressed steet DMU, 960303

Present location:-

and her sister, 960302, were rebuilt to serve a specific
purpose at a specific location. Both are now far from their

1) Sounds like a highly valued job but no price given!

working location and hopefully, at their present home, will
never have to serve the purpose for which they were

Purpose:-

converted.
1) You’d be more than pleased to see this ‘looming’ out of
What was their function and where are they now?

the dark!
2) Travel on this and the NHS may have a welcome party

What d’ya mean, you want some clues?

for you!

OK - here’s a couple to get you thinking ……..

Got it, now? This one’s a bit unusual, isn’t it?

Working location :-

The answer, as always, is on page 20 in the orange panel.

1) They’d work in the dark - even in broad daylight!

p.s. This is my next G1 project!!

2) BR certainly reached a low point with these!
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

We are rapidly approaching the ‘longest day’ (21st June) in terms

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

of daylight hours and it usually means that our ‘summer’ has well

0161 928 5940

and truly begun. Quite how this summer will pan out as far as

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

holidays and visiting places of interest are concerned is anyone’s
guess, but the one certainty is that we are all likely to be spending
more time at home than we might normally do at this time of year.

What is it and where is it? - originally a Severn Tunnel

Flights to holiday destinations abroad may have to remain as

Emergency Unit - now at Wirksworth, Derbyshire

‘flights of fancy’ for some little while yet! ‘Staycation’ would seem
to be the buzzword of the moment.

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES
Newsletter:-

My thoughts, and I venture to bet I’m not alone in this, tend to
move toward the ‘great outdoors’ at this time of year after the

e-mail

seasonal hibernation period, but those ‘great outdoors’ may have

telephone

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
07761 122126

to be a lot closer to my own doorstep this year!

I still want to spend time outdoors, sit in the sun (on both days that

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

it shines!), indulge in a barbie or two and definitely relax with a
chilled beer or glass of wine or two…….and mull over ideas.

I remember, many years ago now, a friend of mine near

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

07796 457978

Southampton had the perfect summer set up in his South facing,
07761 122126

sheltered garden. He didn’t have to move out of his chair for a
beer, abandon the barbecue briefly to collect more charcoal,

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

sausages and other necessary supplies …….. he had them all
delivered to him! His ‘G’ scale garden railway was amazing and
had custom built, dedicated rolling stock on its roster. There was a

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

wagon that looked like a narrow milk crate designed to carry (8?)

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

cans of beer, a rake of three ‘gondola’ style wagons for carrying

link above.

charcoal and a wagon for carrying chilled wine (complete with an

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

ice well!) and several others for transporting plates, condiments,

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Ian Sheldon

his grandchildren were charged with ‘stocking’ the supply trains,

Secretary

Tom McDonough

sending them to the relevant siding, collecting the empties (there

Member reps

etc ……………

His track went all around the garden with appropriate sidings and

were a lot!) and all whilst trying to keep the regular trains running.

Colin Moores
Tony Hallatt
Steve Nixon

I’ve never come across such efficient or enthusiastic ‘yard

Gerry Ogden

masters’!

Andy Clayton

Now that is railway modelling!

Alan Ashton
Newsletter Editor

Enjoy yours
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Mike Hebblethwaite

APPENDIX 1

All these items are surplus to David’s requirements
and are very generously offered as :-

1) for sale (open to offers) with the proceeds going to
the East Cheshire Hospice
2) free to good homes

I cannot help but feel that, in these very difficult times,
the East Cheshire Hospice would make good use of
any money raised and is a truly worthy cause.

If you are interested in any of these items, please email me with any offers or a request for them to be
donated and I will pass them on to David. You can email me at :-

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

